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【PRESS RELEASE】 

 

Gloomy – Song Yongxing (2010-2017)  

 

Curator：Feng Boyi 

Opening：Sunday, April 2 2017 15:00-18:00 

Duration：March 24 – April 20 2017  

Venue：Amy Li Gallery（No.54 Caochangdi, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China） 

 

Amy Li Gallery is proud to present the second solo exhibition of emerging artist Song Yongxing to 

be held in Amy Li Gallery, organized by Feng Boyi. Figures, objects and landscapes are the subject 

of the three series of artworks in this exhibition spanning from 2010 to 2017.  

 

Song Yongxing’s creation has "evolved from copying film shots in the early days to representing 

news event images". His earlier oil paintings are based on a kind of "second-hand image" 

transmitted via this very medium, while an estranging visual effect between the copy of the 

original and its reproduction takes form during its transformation process. Although he 

continues to experiment with his future ideas and methods, we share the corresponding 

"fragmentation" of information and image, since the retrospective relation of the acts of seeing 

and being seen is the common experience of our time; and Song Yongxing has been highly 

sensitive and effective in seizing the opportunity given to us by the times in forming a personal 

pictorial language which also constitutes the unique style of his oil paintings. Song Yongxing 

neither did opt for an expression of simplified realism, nor did he slide into a series of vulgar 

sociological field studies; rather, he uses the fragment of "second-hand images" and 

straightforward angles to speculate on reality in both its daily and impermanent appearances 

through paintings. He simultaneously introduces what is closely related to his daily life, such as 

people, streets, corners, corridors, windows, and artifacts, etc. Then he assembles and integrates 

the details on a reduced scale in a tight space, conveying the primary charms that are derived 

from his attachments to the movements of the depicted person, the specific scenes, the everyday 
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items, and the paintings themselves, and even occasionally the dangerous hunch of suspense, 

mystery, or endlessness. Meanwhile, the real, the obscure, the traces of light, have been saved. 

But his work essentially reflects the loss of a sense of security after acquiring the vast concept of 

"existence", which leads precisely to feelings of anxiety, frustration, and helplessness.  

 

Thus, the seemingly real fidelity to nature in his paintings in fact renders images of absurd 

conditions. Song Yongxing intended exactly to act this, that is to say, he intended to depict the 

complicated, winding path of life, through a combination of a chaotic, enclosed background and a 

zoom-in on the human body, which shows a documentary and reconstructive point of view active 

in the works. It is that truth hiding behind the seemingly true appearance that is more relevant to 

the profound reality key to transforming the primary state into true self-conscious revelation. In 

the past, you could find a culprit behind your own misfortune, but now you bear it more and 

more by yourself. You have more probable lives, which also disturbs you. Although there always 

will be light, it must appear obscure, pale and monotone, which indulges you into that kind of 

emotion resembling the fears delivered in Song Yongxing 's works, dark and dazed ones. 

 

 

 

The exhibition continues until 20th of April, 2017. 
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Song Yongxing 

1976  Born in Chongqing, China.  

2000  Graduated from Oil-Painting Department of Sichuan Fine Art Institute, China.  

Works and lives in Chengdu, China. 

 

SOLO EXHIBITION 

2017  Gloomy – Song Yongxing (2010-2017), Amy Li Gallery, Beijing 

2014  Remote Inertia - Test exhibition of Song Yongxing, Chengdu 

2012  Song Yongxing, Taipei Gallery J. Chen, Taipei 

 

GROUP EXHIBITION 

2016  116㎡+ Pop up painting biennale, Hangzhou 

New Zealand Ecologies & comparative degree - Blue Roof Museum Exchange Exhibition, 

Chengdu   

Scarcity & Supply - The 3rd Nanjing International Art Festival, Baijia Lake Art Museum, 

Nanjing 

2015  Ruins of Reality, Misguided Visions, Amy Li Gallery, Beijing 

2014   Center Perspective - Several Possible on Practical Ways, Shone-show Gallery, Beijing 

2013  Black - First Time of Knowledge Investigation Group, Blue Roof Museum, Chengdu 

Miscellaneous - The Young Generation Visual Rhetoric, Jinji Lake Art Museum, Suzhou  

Changing Faces - 2013Art Beijing CYAP The Theme Exhibition, Beijing National 

Agricultural Exhibition Hall, Beijing 

Da Tang Annual Chinese Aggressive Art Exhibition, Winshiare Museum, Chengdu  
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